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Abstract. The article considers the issue that further improvement of the 
grain combine design with the classical threshing-separating device is 
possible due to the development of its technological scheme based on the 
principle of modular construction and stationary process of threshing grain 
mass. To achieve this goal, the problems were solved, by which laws were 
revealed and a mathematical description of the technological process of the 
combine harvester was given, as well as patterns characterizing the effect 
of straw on the process of grain mass threshing were revealed. In the 
course of research and evaluation of the effectiveness of the combine 
harvester’s usage the basic laws characterizing the technological process of 
combine harvester with the classical threshing-separating device are 
established. The change of the working speed of the combine depends on 
the technological properties of grain crops.  It is revealed that the 
coefficient of solomitol grain mass δс is possible to reduce during 
combining grain crops through the application of high-cut stems. It was 
found that with the increase in the height of the cut of the stems (wheat) 
from 0.10 to 0.20 m, the coefficient of straw content of the grain mass 
decreases from 0.726 to 0.578. The additional material of experimental 
studies to determine the coefficient of straw content of the grain mass δc 
depending on the diameter and length of the pinned part of the stem is 
presented. When harvesting grain crops by the method of combing, a 
grain-bearing mass is formed, which is characterized by a random ratio of 
the fractions of the straw of the stalk of the annular part. The chaotic 
structure of plant parts temosolomida mass poses new challenges to supply 
it in the threshing machine combine harvester with a classic threshing-
separating device. 
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1 Introduction 
In works [1–2], it is noted that a combine harvester with a classic threshing and separating 
device (TSD) is a set of technological modules, whose further improvement is possible on 
basis of a modular construction principle and a stationary process of grain mass threshing. 

The studies were carried out to justify theoretical premises of the stationary process of 
grain mass threshing in a classic (rasp-bar) TSD of a combine harvester. 

To achieve this goal, it was planned to solve the following problem: to reveal patterns 
describing the technological process of a combine harvester and the object of technological 
impact.  

2 Methodology and materials 

The studies are based on the accepted provisions of a general logical method, system 
analysis and mathematical analysis methodology. 

3 Results and its discussion 
A combine harvester as a complex multi-parameter transforming technical system [1–2] 
consists of various technical and technological subsystems. These subsystems include 
models of individual processes and their relationships, which are characterized by different 
structures, and therefore hierarchy. The hierarchy means that there are basic (main) and 
auxiliary (secondary) subprocesses.  

During a technological process with a combine harvester, the input influences in the 
form of operating conditions Х(Tg) are converted into the output influences Y(Tg), which 
determine quantitative and qualitative indicators of the machine. In a combine harvester, the 
technical subsystems are basically sequentially connected technological subprocesses performed by 
technical devices of the combine: grain mowing; selection of grain mass swaths; grain mass 
threshing; grain heap separation; coarse heap separation; chopping and scattering or swathing, or 
straw gathering. Based on this, the technological process of a combine can be presented in the form of 
a model built on the ‘input-output’ principle. 

At the input of the model, vector function Х of the operating conditions (external 
influences) is applicable: 

р 3 c с п с( ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )),X У t t t З t K t Б tω ω=                          (1) 

where Ур(t) is grain yield, t/ha; 3 ( )tω  and c ( )tω  is grain and straw moisture, %; 

с ( )З t  is weediness of crops, %; п ( )K t  is droopiness of crops; с ( )Б t  is botanical sort of 
a crop. 

As an output variable, the vector function of qualitative and quantitative indicators of a 
combine harvester’s technological process is taken:  

                 𝑌𝑌 = ( р ( )V t , ( )чW t ,𝑞𝑞уд(𝑡𝑡), з ( )П t , пз ( )K t , с ( )ИР t , с ( )ВС t ),         (2) 

where   р ( )V t  is combine’s working speed, m/s; ( )чW t  is combine’s hourly productivity, ha/h; 

qуд(t) is specific fuel consumption, kg/ha; з ( )П t  is grain loss; пз ( )K t  are grain quality 

indicators; с ( )ИР t  are quantitative indicators of chopping and scattering of straw; 
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с ( )ВС t  is swathing or gathering of straw. 
The output indicators of the combine harvester’s technological process functioning can 

conditionally be divided into two types - integral and differential.  
Integral indicators are those that are formed due to combination of transforming 

technical subsystems. These include such indicators as рV , чW , qуд, зП , пзK . 
Differential indicators are those that formed because of the action of individual 

transforming technical subsystems. This type can include indicators characterizing 
chopping and scattering of straw in the field, swathing or collection of straw in the field, 
grain loss behind a pick-up or a cutter (header). 

It is well known [1-3] that the hourly productivity of a combine harvester depends on 
the working speed of the machine and the width of the cutter (header), which is determined 
from the following ratio: 

𝐵𝐵ж = 𝑞𝑞
𝑉𝑉к∙Уз(1+𝛿𝛿с) ,    (3) 

where 𝐵𝐵ж is width of the cutter; m;  
 q is the thresher’s output, kg/s;  
           𝑉𝑉к is the combine’s working speed, m/s;  
 Уз is grain mass yield by grain, kg/m2; 
 𝛿𝛿с is the coefficient characterizing strawiness of grain mass. During harvesting of 

grain crops, regardless of the method, in addition to productive plants, there are also unproductive 
(weed) crops, and fluctuations in the feeding of grain mass into the threshing machine of a 
combine take place. Then the output of a classic threshing machine of the combine equals 

𝑞𝑞 = 0.6 ∙ 𝑞𝑞п �1 + 1−𝜀𝜀
𝛿𝛿с+𝜀𝜀

� ∙ χ ,   (4) 

where 𝑞𝑞п is passport output of the combine’s thresher, kg/s; 
 𝜀𝜀 – is the coefficient characterizing the grain mass’ weediness; 
 χ is the coefficient taking into account the effect of fluctuations of grain mass’ 

feed on the output of the thresher. 
Based on expressions (3) and (4), after all transformations, we will obtain: 

 𝑉𝑉к =  
0.6∙𝑞𝑞п�1+

1−𝜀𝜀
𝛿𝛿с+𝜀𝜀

�∙χ

Вж∙Уз(1+𝛿𝛿с)  .    (5) 

The results of the analysis of expression (5) indicate that increase in the working speed of the 
combine 𝑉𝑉к is more intensively affected by the grain mass strawiness factor (coefficient 𝛿𝛿с). The 
value of strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с is determined by the ratio of grain 𝑚𝑚з and straw 𝑚𝑚с by 
weight. 

During crop harvesting with a combine harvester, the grain mass of a head 𝑚𝑚з can be 
considered as a constant, that is 𝑚𝑚з = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡.  Then the ratio of grain and straw by weight 
as a technological property of grain crops, expressed through strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с, is 
determined primarily by the plants’ length. 

In works [3,4], it is noted that the value of the grain mass strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с can 
be reduced during harvesting of crops through undertopping of stems. It is established that 
with an increase in the cutting height (Omskaya 36 wheat) from 0.10 to 0.20 m, the value of 
the grain mass strawiness coefficient decreases from 0.726 to 0.578, which makes it 
possible to increase the working speed of the combine by 40.2–58.5%.  

Besides, science and practice [5–9] found out that it is possible to minimize the influence of 
the ratio of grain to straw by weight on the output of the combine’s threshing machine due to the 
combing method when harvesting grain crops. Since in this case the grain mass contains up to 
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80.0% of free grain and 20.0% of plant part [5–9] and is characterized by a new technological 
state as grain-straw mass. The plant part consists of head residues and the prickly part of the 
stem, which varies in length due to the peculiarity of the process of separating the head 
from the stem by the combing method, the physicomechanical properties of the plant, and 
the stem’s diameter. 

Experimental studies have shown that the diameter of the stem of the prickly part, for 
example, of Omskaya 36 wheat, differs significantly from the diameter at the base and in the 
middle of the stem. When changing the height of the stem from 0.10 m to 0.55 m, the difference 
is the following: base - 2.81 mm (100.0%); middle part - 2.24 mm (79.7%); prickly part - 1.35 
mm (48.0%).  

Based on this fact, we conducted additional experimental studies to determine the value 
of the grain mass strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с depending on the length of the prickly part of the 
stem, which is reflected in Table 1. 

Table 1. The change in the grain-straw mass strawiness coefficient. 

 
 
Test No.* 

 
Stem 
length, m 

 
Grain mass strawiness 
coefficient ** 

Length of the stem’s prickly part lпкс, m 
0.30 0.20 0.10 0 

χ� χ� χ� χ� 

1 0.8 0.66 0.36 0.21 0.17 0.03 
2 0.7 0.64 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.04 
3 0.6 0.67 0.41 0.30 0.28 0.06 
4 0.5 0.69 0.57 0.45 0.34 0.05 

* Commentary: crop - Chelyabinsk wheat 2; grain moisture - 15.9%; testing site – ‘Akbashevsky’ 
OOO;   
** Values are obtained from the point of normal stem cutting (cut height 0.12 m).  

As a result of Table 1 data processing, using the least square method (LSM) and MathCAD 14 
program, we obtained the dependences of changes in the grain mass strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с on 
the length of the stem’s prickly part: 

   𝛿𝛿с = 0.947 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс + 0.034; when lст = 0.8 m; 

𝛿𝛿с = 0.75 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс + 0.075; when lст = 0.7 m; 

  𝛿𝛿с = −2.75 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс2 + 1.895 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс + 0.075; when lст = 0.6 m;               (6) 

               𝛿𝛿с = −4.25 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс2 + 2.945 ∙ 𝑙𝑙пкс + 0.06; when lст = 0.5 m, 

where lпкс is the length of the stem’s prickly part, lпкс ϵ (0 – 0.3) m. 
When the length of the prickly part of the stem equals zero (lпкс = 0 m), the value of the 

grain mass strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с changes according to the formula: 

    𝛿𝛿с = 𝑑𝑑 ∙ 𝑙𝑙ст +  𝑒𝑒, 

where  𝑙𝑙ст is the stem’s length, 𝑙𝑙ст ϵ(0,50− 0.80) m; 
        d and e are coefficients (constant and free member), d  = – 0.08 m-1 and e  = 0.097. 
The grain-straw mass as an object of technological impact is characterized by a random 

ratio of the fractions of the stem straws of the prickly part along the length. Therefore, the 
grain-straw mass strawiness coefficient 𝛿𝛿с in this case is not a poinwise, but a weighted 
average value:  

𝛿𝛿с = 𝑚𝑚0+𝑚𝑚0,1+𝑚𝑚0,2+𝑚𝑚0,3

𝑚𝑚з+�𝑚𝑚0+𝑚𝑚0,1+𝑚𝑚0,2+𝑚𝑚0,3�
 ,                                         (7) 

where  𝑚𝑚з is the grain mass, g; 
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 𝑚𝑚0 is the mass of the plant part’s fine fraction, g; 
 𝑚𝑚0,1 is the plant part’s fraction mass with the length 𝑙𝑙пкс = 0.10 m; 
 𝑚𝑚0,2 is the plant part’s fraction mass with the length 𝑙𝑙пкс = 0.20 m; 
𝑚𝑚0,3 is the plant part’s fraction mass with the length 𝑙𝑙пкс = 0.30 m; 
A random nature of the length formation of the stem’s prickly part will lead to an 

uneven feed of the grain-straw mass into the combine’s threshing machine, which will 
ultimately affect the grain quality indicators. It is found that with an increase in the 
unevenness of the grain-straw mass feed into the threshing machine of the combine, an 
increase in grain crushing (Dз, %) is observed in accordance with the expression 

                                       Dз  = 0.001·V 2 + 0.025·V + 0.92,                                          (8) 

where V is the uneven feed of grain-straw mass into the combine’s threshing machine, V ϵ 
(10.0 – 40.0) %.         

4 Conclusion 

Thus, in order to increase the output capacity of TSD of a combine harvester, and therefore 
its hourly productivity, it is necessary to minimize the negative impact of such 
technological properties of grain crops as the ratio of grain to straw by weight. This can be 
done through the development of a combine cutter in the form of a technological module - a 
comb cutter. The technological process is characterized by the fact that the grain mass is 
converted into a new technological state – the grain-straw mass because of the reduction of 
the plant part’s proportion. This object of technological impact is characterized by a chaotic 
spatial arrangement of the plant part’s remains in the form of a prickly part of the stem. 
Therefore, in the future it is necessary to develop new approaches to the issue of feeding 
grain-straw mass into the classic threshing machine of a combine harvester. 
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